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Nature poetry and its children ecopoetry and agripoetry are a cornerstone in American 

literature. Beginning with.~_ white colonists and continuing into present day, a "belief in the 

rejuvenating and spiritually sustaining capacities of outdoor experience has remained an article 

of faith in the United States long after belief in pastoral idealism has expired" (Gatta, 4). 

Nevertheless, the genre evolved as the nation grew and the Puritans, the transcendentalists, the 

rugged individualists, and the imagists all added new insights that reflected their contemporary 

climates. As the movement of people, ideas, and information increased with the rise of 

globalization in the late 20th century, international landscapes, forms, and allusions began to 

appear in the nature poetry of American writers such as David Budbill, Robert Hass, and Gary 

Snyder. Other American writers, including Wendell Berry and Annie Dillard, focused their 

inherently spatially concerned nature writing on much more local scenes: their own property. In 

1972, Berry examines the diverse offerings of American nature poetry and sees receptivity and 

humility as a unifying and promising trend: 

The nature poets of our own time characteristically approach their subject with an 
openness of spirit and imagination, allowing the meaning and the movement of the poem 
to suggest themselves out of the facts. Their art has an implicit and essential humility, a 
reluctance to impose on things as they are, a willingness to relate to the world as a student 
and a servant, a wish to be included in the natural order rather than 'conquer nature,' a 
wish to discover the natural form rather than to create new forms that would be 
exclusively human (Berry, Harmony, 4). 

While "openness of spirit" and seeking a place within "the natural order" might be new and 

helpful tools to an American audience, this mode of literary criticism has existed in China for 

centuries (Liu, 49). Looking at a poet such as Gary Snyder, who is explicitly influenced by 

Chinese and Japanese cultures, through a Chinese lens seems warranted given his direct 

references to Buddhist texts, but a Chinese reading needs to be more than a glossing of allusions. 

A Chinese reading is one that is rooted in documented literary theories and traditions and could 
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be applied to the mode in which a poem operates rather than just content. Therefore, a successful 

Chinese reading of American nature poetry post-WWII could just as easily defamiliarize the 

quintessentially Kentuckian (Eblen, 2015) Christian meditations of Berry's A Timbered Choir as 

it could provide new insight into Snyder's Mountains and Rivers Without End. By positioning 

these two seemingly disparate works next to each other I aim to show the relevance and integrity 

of Chinese literary theories within the discourse surrounding American environmental literature, 

particularly in regards to its treatment of the self, place, and religion. 

1. "Endless Streams and Mountains," Chinese archaism, and the western ekphrastic 
tradition 

James J. Y. Liu contrasts western expressive theories by writers such as Coleridge and 

Ruskin with Chinese metaphysical theories by claiming that the former tradition sees the writing 

process "as one of projection or reciprocity" (Liu, 49), while "in (Chinese) metaphysical 

theories, the process is conceived of as one of reception: the poet 'empties' his mind and keeps it 

'still' in order to receptive of the Tao" (Liu, 49). Where western theories favor individual 

imagination or emotionality as the source ofwriterly inspiration, Chinese metaphysical theories 

reject the self in order to connect to the Nature of the Dao. Though Chinese metaphysical 

theories are undoubtedly rooted in Daoist religious and philosophical thought, poetic modes of 

reception also appears in Ch'an Buddhism, known in the west as the Japanese religion Zen, as 

the poetic tradition of Archaism which Liu describes as "meditating on ancient poetry in the 

same way as in spiritual exercise" (Liu, 3 7). Gary Snyder brings up a similar practice when he 

recalls his interactions with Japanese visual artist Saburo Hasegawa: "he spoke of East Asian 

landscape painting as a meditative exercise. I think he once said that the landscape paintings 

were for Zen as instructively and deeply Buddhist as the tankas and mandalas are for Tibetan 
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Buddhism" (Snyder, Mountains, 154). The opening section of Mountains and Rivers Without 

End is title "Endless Stremns and<Mountains" functions as a meditation of Archaism and 

consequently dissolves the boundaries between foreign and American landscapes, painting and 

writing, and the fabricated and natural world by realizing the dichotomies as coexisting 

processes. 

The first section of Mountains and Rivers Without End, titled "Endless Streams and 

Mountains," opens with the mediative statement "clearing the mind and sliding in" (Snyder, 

Mountains, 5), frames the ensuing poem as a meditative act. Like an invocation of the muses 

from Greco-Roman epic tradition, this opening establishes the source and voice of the poem to 

come. "Endless Streams and Mountains" breaks from this tradition with its lack of self. Where 

the narrators of famous invocations such as those found in The Iliad, Troilus and Criseyde, and 

Paradise Lost all call on muses to tell a tale through them, "Endless Streams and Mountains" has 

no explicit speaker for the majority ofthe section, distinguishing it from the western tradition 

with its intentional dissolution of a literary persona. The opening stanza's distinct lack of subject 

allows for a selfless or narratorless observation of the described landscape/painting. The natural 

ambiguity of a subjectless statement permits multiple readings which flows over into the second 

line where "to that created space" can refer to a landscape molded by upthrusting rocks and 

downcutting rivers, a painting crafted by an expert artist, or a contemplative mental space. 

Because in this section there is no naturalist, no painter, or no poetic speaker as a guide, these 

meanings exist simultaneously. 

In this way, "Endless Streams and Mountains" operates not just as a poem, but also a Zen 

painting, positioning the reader as viewer and moving them through the visual and physical 
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space of the poem. Snyder creates this space in the largely iambic opening section with specific 

descriptions: 

a trail of climbing stairsteps forks upstream 
Big ranges lurk behind these rugged little outcrops-
these spits of low ground rocky uplifts 

layered pinnacles aslant (Snyder, Mountains, 5) 

The "climbing stairsteps" create motion within the space by connecting an inanimate object with 

the action associated with its usage. Then this motion is intensified with the parallel made to a 

dividing stream, a natural image infused with motion both by the verb "forks" and the 

definitional movement of a stream. The second line begins to create depth, layering the 

mountains "behind" one another while also adding dimension by balancing the line with "big 

ranges" at the beginning and "little outcrops" at the close. The next two lines build on these , 

dimensions by adding height, using "low ground" in balance with "rocky uplifts." "Pinnacles 

aslant" functions as a dynamic diagonal shape, contribution more motion and energy to the 

composition. 

The vast and energetic composition contributes to a larger sense of activity within the 

landscape/painting/poem, breaking from the view of these as static or completed forms. In his 

note on the writing of Mountains and Rivers Without End, Snyder speaks of the "the dynamics of 

the mountain uplift, subduction, erosion, and the planetary water cycle" (Snyder, Mountains, 

155), foregrounding his balanced and cyclical view of nature- the mountains will endlessly rise 

and the rivers will endlessly cut them down. This point of view carries over into his conception 

of visual and written art. Just as the "trail of climbing stairsteps forks upstream" (Snyder, 

Mountains, 5), the people who inhabit the landscape painting are shoWn as active participants or 

pieces of the larger 

work: 



A man with a shoulder load leans into the grade. 
Another horse and a hiker, 
The trail :goes up along cascading streambed (Snyder, Mountains, 6) 
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The man parallels the trail as they each push upwards, reacting to and mimicking the landscape. 

Visual art is often thought of as portraying a single moment in time, but as the reader is guided 

through this landscape along this trail the focus is not on time but on infinitude. The actions of 

the people in the landscape are never finished, but exist constantly leaning into the landscape that 

endlessly uplifts and erodes. 

In a poem, a reader can only observe the created space one word at a time, linking these 

words together in a linear fashion to progressively discover the world put forth by the writer, 

unlike a painting that can be observed in its entirety by a single gaze. Of course discoveries could 

be made upon closer inspection, but a human can stand back and look at a whole painting and 

construct meaning where they could not with a standard English poem. Snyder uses the trail in 

the painting to marry these two artistic readings: the trail has visual and physical qualities, but it 

progresses in a linear way through the painting. Like a sentence, Snyder's trail unfolds before the 

reader, revealing new aspects ofthe landscape with each word, each step. The sense of progress 

and journey carries over after the painterly description concludes with "The watching boat has 

floated off the page" (Snyder, Mountains, 6) and transitions to the painting's physical evolution 

as its history is described by the poems and seals added on to the scroll. In the second segment of 

"Endless Streams and Mountains," Snyder selects and translates some of the poems written on 

the painted scroll and arranges them in chronological order from Wang Wen-wei's 1205 

meditation to Wang To's mid-seventeenth century commentary. Because these poems are dated, 

the transformative qualities of the scroll are made evident. Art historian Michael Sullivan 

comments on the practice of Chinese poets adding verses onto scroll paintings, saying that "it is 

hard to conceive a Western parallel" and that "we can only understand this Chinese attitude if we 
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can see the picture as the Chinese do, not as a complete artistic statement in itself, but as a living 

body, an accretion of qualities-- imaginative, literary, historical, personal-- that grows with 

time, putting on an ever-richer dress of meaning, commentary, and association with the years" 

(Sullivan, 27). Just as the depicted landscape is not a static scene, the scroll itself is an eternally 

evolving and enriching work. 

These evolutionary inscriptions also reflect its physical journey- the words are part of its 

transportation just as much as they are part of its transformation. Snyder depicts the landscape in 

terms of a journey - the iambs step over rough terrain, following the trail through the landscape -

because the painting is the mental journey that lead to these poetic thoughts. Sullivan discusses 

the relationship between painting and poetic inscription by paralleling them to physical and 

abstract understanding: 

To the Chinese a philosophical statement is not just a statement about truth in the 
abstract, but about truth as arrived at through experience in this world. It is through living 
in society that one comes to an ethical point of view; it is through wandering amid the 
mountains and streams that one comes to a metaphysical point of view (Sullivan, 70). 

Wang Wen-wei's reflection on "The Fashioner of Things" (Snyder, Mountains, 7) exemplifies 

this metaphysical extrapolation, understanding a spiritual nature within the "miraculous forests 

and springs." Li Hui's inscription relates common Buddhist epithets to the painting, adding a 

hermit narrative to the scene and Li Hui foregrounds its essential balance. Chih-shun's prosaic 

commentary breaks from the pattern of visual inspiration and instead offers a value judgement. 

He remarks not on the spiritual significance of the provided visuals like his forerunners but on 

the inscriptions and the historical journey. But his writing still functions within the poetic 

inscription mode that Sullivan details in that he takes something physical, specifically the scroll 

that "has survived dangers of fire and war" (Snyder, Mountains, 8), and adds esoteric meaning 

by assigning it an "even rarer" (Snyder, Mountains, 8) status. Chich-shun's inscription affirms 
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the cultural value of these inscriptions, that they add an "ever-richer dress of meaning" (Sullivan, 

27), and that the poems provide further grounds for reflection and inspiration. 

Meditations on art are certainly not uncommon in the western literary tradition, but 

Snyder's meditation differs in that it projects nothing onto the painting but instead allows it to 

speak through him and recreate its full reality. John Keats' "Ode on a Grecian Urn," one of the 

most famous ekphrastic English works, provides a strong foil to Snyder's "Endless Streams and 

Mountains." Keats begins his ode with rhetorical questions directed at the urn, establishing 

separation between the speaker and the work of art. Snyder's aforementioned introduction 

dissolves this division. Another key difference is that Keats ' urn is viewed as a finished piece of 

art that will remain "when old age shall this generation waste" (Keats, 1. 46). The beauty and 

tension of the urn come from actions frozen in time without the disappointment of 

consummation. Snyder also plays with incompleteness but in the opposite direction. The 

incompleteness of "Endless Streams and Mountains" comes from it being an ongoing work, 

demonstrated by its stage-like sections that progress as the reader follows the commands in 

Snyder's closing note: "Unroll the scroll to the left, a section at a time, as you let the right side 

roll back in. Place by place unfurls" (Snyder, Mountains, 9). The first section is the selfless, 

mimetic painting/poem or a Daoist meditation utpictura poesis. Second, the historical 

translations recounting abstract revelations and physical journeys. The third section, the only to 

use a first person voice, is how Snyder personally experiences the painting, exaggerated by the 

introduction of his physicality with the imperative "stamp the foot, walk with it, clap! Tum" 

(Snyder, Mountains, 8). This section also presents a tum in that the poem moves away from the 

physical scroll, stating, "I walk out of the museum" (Snyder, Mountains, 8), but the following 

description of Lake Erie, "Low gray clouds over the lake -- chill March breeze" (Snyder, 
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Mountains, 8) suggests with its clean, mimetic language that the landscape painting and its new 

environment are one and the . .sa.me.:; Ihe;IJ.Oir-Jiteral continuation of the scroll is strengthened in 

the fourth and final section demonstrates both the creation of the scroll and its externalization as 

inspiration for the poem: 

grind the ink, wet the brush, unroll the 
broad white space: 

lead out and tip 
the moist black line (Snyder, Mountains, 9). 

Though Chinese characters are not pictoral, there is a strong tradition linking the act of writing 

calligraphy with that of painting because "not is the instrument or intermediary the same (ink and 

pen), not only do the standard strokes of writing occasionally serve as figurative strokes for 

mountains, islands or faces: above all, the learning process is the same in both cases" (Jullien, 

211) and the two practice "have the same 'constitutive being'" meaning "that they possess in 

their 'body,' that is, in their stroke, the same content of energetic breadth that ceaselessly 

animates the world" (Jullien, 212), a fact Snyder would be aware of as a former student of 

calligraphy and anthropological linguistics (Snyder, Mountains, 153). 

By deconstructing western dichotomies that separate natural phenomena and human 

creation, Snyder suggests that the painting, the inscriptions and the journeys they represent, and 

the art that it inspires are all a collaborative work that is a piece of the evolving American 

landscape. Like fourteenth century Chinese critic Hsieh Chen who "stresses the identification of 

subjective consciousness with objective reality by means of intuition (shen)" (Liu, 41-42), 

Snyder's receptivity moves his work between the subjective and the objective to arrive at a 

higher notion of connective infinitude. 
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2. Mountains and Rivers Without End and the dissolution of nationalism in an American 
epic 

Though the Chinese and .::Zen Buddhist presence in Mountains and Rivers Without End is 

undeniable, the work as a whole is described on the publication's dust jacket as "Gary Snyder's 

American epic poem." Josephine Nock-Hee Park emphasizes the Americanness ofthis poem, 

stating that "in aiming to represent an unfolding totality, Mountains and Rivers without End 

follows an American tradition: the long poem tends to describe a full vision of a single world, 

whether it is Eliot's umeal city, Pound's idealized state, or Stevens's supreme fiction" (Park, 85). 

Though long form rhapsodies with a focus on "unfolding totality" have existed in Chinese 

literature since the Han dynasty (206 BCE- 220 CE) in the expansivefu form (Knechtges, 59), 

Mountains and Rivers Without End features the Western epic conventions of a grand setting, 

journey narratives, and a connection between the physical and spiritual world, all of which 

connect the poem back to the land of Turtle Island. 

But if Mountains and Rivers Without End is an epic on America, how does the 

employment of Chinese modes of writing and the extensive allusions to Eastern religions and 

traditions contribute to Snyder's construction of America? In his essay "The Place, the Region, 

and the Commons," Snyder discusses his theory ofbioregionalism and negotiates that "To know 

the spirit of a place is to realize that you are a part of a part and that the whole is made of parts, 

each of which is a whole" (Snyder, Practice, 38). To Snyder, America is made up of"parts," so 

in order to create an epic that depicts America in its totality, it must examine its multitudinous 

parts. When Snyder settles in the Great Basin, he brings with him his experiences from Japan, his 

studies on Native American history and narrative. His sense of place is personal and diverse, and 

it is exactly his global view that creates the essential elements of western epic within the text. 
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Mountains and Rivers Without End is certainly epic in the scale of its setting which 

ranges in both time and p..la.ce:. T.he previously discussed expansive mountain landscape of the 

scroll in "Endless Streams and Mountains" opens the epic with an evolving sense of time and 

place by integrating the nature of Sanshi province in central China with the Cleveland coast of 

Lake Erie. This twofold grandness of setting can also be seen in the juxtaposition of "Under the 

Hills Near the Morava River" and the following section "Walking the New York Bedrock/ Alive 

in the Sea of Information. 1" The former, comprised of 9 sparse lines, is positioned, as the title 

suggests, "Near the Morava River" in central Europe. In addition to grounding the rather bare 

poem in a specific region, the section title recalls the land/water, uplift/erosion motif that 

underlines the dynamic nature of space. The grandness ofthe setting is further developed by the 

sense of geologic time, as the woman who is subject of the section is laying down "26,640 plus 

or minus 110 years before 'now"' (Snyder, Mountains, 96). Snyder questions the objectivity of 

time by describing the actions of his subject in a passive but present tense and puts the word 

"now" in quotation marks, emphasizing the impossibility of the word given that it is inherently 

everchanging. This sense of nature as progress is reiterated by the second line, "Mammoth, 

reindeer, and wolfbones"(Snyder, Mountains, 96), as the listed animals move from extinct to 

foreign to familiar for an American audience. 

He shifts from familiarizing the ancient and foreign to defamiliarizing an explicitly 

contemporary and popular icon: New York City. In "Walking the New York Bedrock," Snyder 

mimics the landscape with his writing, much like "Endless Streams and Mountains," his 

non judgemental tone moving seamlessly from unexpected scenes of nature to traffic and 

skyscrapers, posing these two seemingly antithetical notions as one. As the section title suggests, 

Snyder is engaging in the western tradition of walking poems, as he does in "Endless Streams 

1 From here on referred to as "Walking the New York Bedrock" 
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and Mountains" and "Bub's Creek Haircut." While comparing the walking poem features of 

Wordsworth's The PrelUI.ILtoihctbemes and practices of pilgrimage in Japanese poet Matsuo 

Basho's (1644-1694) The Narrow Road to the Interior, John Elder suggests that "mind and earth 

flow together in the process of the body's motion, and observation and imagination come to 

pervade one another" (Elder, 107) . . Though "imagination" may not properly describe Snyder's 

process, the physicality ofhis poem breaks down the barrier between objective and subjective 

tlu·ough experience paired with history. Like his questioning of"now" in "Under the Hills Near 

the Morava River," Snyder pokes holes in objectivity by questioning the accepted history of the 

land. He describes the legal transfer of land from native to settler ownership: 

"Claus the Wild man" 
Lived mostly with Indians, 
Was there as a witness when the old lady 
''Karacapacomont" 
Sold the last bit of Washington Heights, 1701 (Snyder, Mountains, 98) 

He makes this transaction seem dubious by describing the witness as "the Wild man" and the 

signer as "the old lady." By glossing over this key piece of history with the use of a colloquial · 

register, Snyder draws extra attention to the unbalanced power dynamic of American colonialism 

on a micro and macro scale. Though this inclusion proves critical, Snyder maintains his non-

judgmental stance, allowing the narrative of the land and his contemporary observations to take a 

stand, following this historical excerpt with an image of human structures coexisting with natural 

forces: 

Down deep grates hear the watercourse, 
Rivers that never give up 
Trill under the roadbed, over the bedrock. 
A bird angles way off a brownstone 
Couloir that looks like a route (Snyder, Mountains, 99) 
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Like Wordsworth's speaker in The Prelude, Snyder meditates on the relationship between nature 

and society and "wishes toreturn to. his origins in nature not, finally, in order to leave society 

behind, but as a corrective and restorative measure" (Elder, 96). The "rivers that never give up" 

show nature as a constant in a land that has been stolen. The land of the Algonquin, Mohegan 

and Manhattes tribes that populated Manhattan and lower Worchester County still exists in the 

underground water and the bedrock. By exploring the societal and natural history of the land side 

by side, Snyder takes a "corrective and restorative measure" to a whitewashed, synchronic view 

ofNew York City. 

While depicting far flung places and writing back in history creates a grand sense of 

setting that contributes to the genre of American epic, it also constructs a concept of place that 

decentralizes nationality. In "The Place, the Region, and the Commons," Snyder argues that a 

recognition of the relationship of nature and culture within a place is key to the success of 

bioregionalism stating, "Recollecting that we once lived in places is part of our contemporary 

self-rediscovery. It grounds what it means to be 'human' (etymologically something like 

'earthling')" (Snyder, Practice, 28). The word "recollecting" functions on two levels. First, 

remembering cultural and natural history such as examining an archaeological dig in "Under the 

Hills Near the Morava River" or legal documents in "Walking the New York Bedrock." Second, 

a collecting of places, experiences, cultures, and narratives that are shared by the individuals in a 

community, seen in vast settings, landscapes, and religions represented within in the poem. 

Remembering and collecting places restores and corrects America's silenced and diverse 

communal history. John Gatta comments on the diversity of place, arguing that the poem's 

preoccupation with space presents a paradox because it "also defies localization, since its 

attention never rests in a single place" and instead of offering a specific statement on one locale 
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Snyder aims "to define the geography of the sacred in terms that transcend the literalism of 

mapped space" (Gatta, 239):. ·Sn_y.der-'::Sctranscendent view of place poses America as a border less 

conglomerate of religions, rocks, cultures, and colonialism that, through its unplacable definition, 

moves closer to the sacred and the true. 

In his nonfiction work, Wendell Berry defines this search for connection between 

physical space and the esoteric in contemporary English nature poetry as a "secular pilgrimage." 

He clarifies this paradoxical term by saying, "It is secular because it takes place outside of, or 

without reference to, the institutions of religion, and it does not seek any institutional shrine or 

holy place; it is in search of the world. But it is a pilgrimage nevertheless because it is a religious 

quest" (Berry, 6). Berry goes on to elaborate on the religiousness of these secular texts as a 

worship of creation and looking towards a Creator (Berry, Harmony, 6). In Mountains and 

Rivers Without End this most obviously resonates with the explicit walking meditation of "The 

Circumambulation ofMt. Tamalpais," where Snyder, accompanied by Philip Whalen and Allen 

Ginsberg, looks at nature and "stops at notable spots" (Snyder, Mountains, 161) to chant 

mantras, sutras, and songs from the Mahayana Buddhist tradition. The catalogues of these 

meditations positioned within Snyder's prosaic and characteristically nonjudgemental and 

unsentimental view of the natural landscape demonstrate how the landscape connects the viewers 

to a higher order. But this walking meditation that is inherently rooted in physical space is also 

transportive and transcendent because the closing line,"--- standing in our little circle, blowing 

the conch, shaking the staff rings, right in the parking lot" (Snyder, Mountains, 89) takes the 

poem outside of the conventions of a purely nature based spirituality. The chanting writers seem 

suddenly anachronistic in the informal and unnatural setting of the parking lot, and concluding 

with the introduction of familiar and modern is abrupt, but the sharp contrast leads to the parking 
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lot functioning as a physically and symbolically liminal space. Because parking lots are centers 

of arrivals and departures;.ihe:be,ginning and end of the cadre's journey, chanting sutras within 

the parking lot represents the end of the intentional Zen pilgrimage around Mt. Tamalpais, but 

the beginning of a pilgrimage into a secular world. Though the nature of Mt. Tamalpais may 

have been the source of inspiration for spiritual experiences, this spirituality is not bound to a 

physical location. 

Snyder also broadens the concept of place in his scopic travel sections "Night Highway 

99" and "Three Worlds, Three Realms, Six Roads." The travel narrative established in "Night 

Highway 99" uses specific town names to ground the vast travel log in reality and quickly 

identify new characters, but as the pace increases and more place-defined people pass through, it 

becomes difficult to discern what exactly the place names are referencing to: 

Oxycoke, Wolf Creek, a guy 
Coming off a five-day binge to 
An ex-bartender from Lebanon to 
Man & wife on a drinking spree, to 

Phoenix 
Redding 
Anderson (Snyder, Mountains, 21) 

Earlier in the section, the town names offered merely a reference point to the text that preceded 

them, but here they become part of what they are describing, obscuring the line between identity, 

experience, and destination. In doing so, Snyder presents place as something essentially tied to 

identity and experience, but its specificity is unimportant. In "The Place, the Region, and the 

Commons," Snyder establishes "place as an experience" (Snyder, Practice, 23), decentralizing 

the physical concept of space in favor of the personal/cultural/historical which he then 

demonstrates in Mountains and Rivers Without End's "Three Worlds, Three Realms, Six Roads." 

The lists of "things to do around" various cities contain equal parts site specific activities like 

"catch eels in the rocks below the Palace of the Legion of Honor" (Snyder, Mountains, 27) and 

more general experiences such as "chanting sutras after sitting" (Snyder, Mountains, 27), both 
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set in San Francisco. While these later actions may not be unique to the place~ they still are pari 

of the experience ofthe ~pJ.ace and therefore shape its definition. In a way, these definitions read 

as a travel brochure giving the reader a rounded picture of a place, but these definitions come 

through a lens of personal experience. "Keep quitting and starting at Berkeley" (Snyder, 

Mountains, 28), "grow a beard" (Snyder, Mountains, 29), and "having a big meeting, speaking 

several tongues" (Snyder, Mountains, 30) all relate to personal rather than universal narratives of 

a place. If Snyder defines place through experience and demonstrates that experience is 

individual, therefore place cannot be defined in universal terms. 

Understanding place as a personal journey promotes a view of humans as an essential 

part of an ever evolving earth. Both Berry and Snyder explicitly underline the importance of this 

personal and dynamic connection to nature in their essays. In "A Secular Pilgrimage," Berry's 

stance on the role of modem American nature poetry as a vehicle to enlighten masses in regards 

to the evolutionary nature of the earth recalls Liu's writings on Daoism and Chinese 

metaphysical theories: "We will realize that the earth isnot dead, like the concept of property, 

but as vividly and intricately alive as a man or a woman, and that there is a delicate 

interdependence between its life and our own" (Berry, Harmony, 13). By viewing nature in terms 

of humanity, readers realize their place within a higher order. Snyder foregrounds the 

imperativeness of this connection as a matter of ecological survival in his work on 

bioregionalism, proclaiming that "if we do not recover the commons - regain personal, local, 

community and people's direct involvement in sharing (in being) the web of the wide world- that 

world will keep slipping away" (Snyder, Practice, 36). The collection of personalized journeys 

that is Mountains and Rivers Without End creates community between eastern and western 

traditions and demonstrates the web that links place to place through experience and narrative. 
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While redefining place in a personal and global sense, Snyder upholds the integrity of 

various cultures and works.to.avoidmientalism and appropriation. In "The Hump-backed Flute 

Player," Snyder puts Native American narratives directly next to Buddhist history, leaving 

linguistic ambiguities that parallel and occasionally synthesize the figures ofKokop'ele and 

Xuanzang. Because of his nonjudgemental voice, Snyder does not force a simplistic comparison 

between the two traditions, but rather lets the similarities between the two pilgrims arise 

naturally, allowing universal themes to surface without sacrificing the integrity of the individual 

cultures. While some critics respect Snyder for his educated, respectful, and very intentional use 

ofNative American mythos, some, such as Laguna Pueblo writer Leslie Marmon Silko, take 

issue with his white voice displacing those of Native poets and his genealogical connection to 

colonialism: 

[Silko] criticizes Turtle Island both for Snyder's confused thinking on land ownership 
(Snyder writes that 'the land belongs to itself,' whereas to Silko land taken by white 
settlers is stolen property), and for his sentimental attachment to Native lore. Snyder's 
search for roots is futile, argues Silko, if it avoids acknowledgment of his past ancestors 
and present-day family (Shackleton, 227) 

Silko is correct to point out that many of Snyder's stances come from a place of racial, class, or 

gendered privilege. His concepts of place as experience rely on the privilege oftravel and the 

privilege of education. But what is the literary impact of his privilege and his cultural 

appropriation? The inclusion of Native American and Chinese narratives within an American 

epic, narratives that are not derived from Snyder's experience, bring in another understanding of 

place from "The Place, the Region, and the Commons:" place as a palimpsest (Snyder, Practice, 

26). Like the woman in "Under the Hills Near the Morava River" and the river and legal 

documents in "Walking the New York Bedrock," Snyder positions Kokop'ele and Xuanzang as 

integral pieces of layered history that exist in his contemporary landscape. 
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Snyder's appropriation of multiple cultures and voices contributes to the grandeur of his · 

American epic and positions him to defamiliarize the genre. Gatta compares the poem to 

Whitman when Snyder "identifies experimentally with a vast array of selves and alien characters 

-- including a female presence in "The Elwha River" and a non-human one in "The Mountain 

Spirit"" (Gatta, 237), but he breaks from Whitman's focus on the self as he "often mutes the 

first-person voice in favor of detached imagistic representation" (Gatta, 238). The spatial, 

temporal, cultural, and personal diversity represented by Snyder's Buddhist "detached imagistic 

representation" creates breadth that is new to the American epic: 

When Snyder rejects civilization and celebrates the unconscious, he replaces a depth 
model with an endless horizontal strand, and his complete jettisoning oftheological 
transcendence-in contrast to Pound, who posited an earthly paradise but also believed in 
hell-for the completed present moment of Zen enlightenment lends his American epic 
the singular distinction of complete success. (Park, 89) 

At every tum, the features that put Mountains and Rivers Without End in dialogue with its 

American predecessors also pull the text closer to a Chinese metaphysical reading. 

Following in the footsteps of chiastic epics such as The Iliad and Paradise Lost, 

Mountains and Rivers Without End concludes where it picked up, returning to the Three 

Perfections imagery of "Endless Streams and Mountains," and recalls the Dogen passage from 

the epigraph: 

Mountains and Rivers without End thus layers poetry onto the Zen premise of the shared 
reality of the painting and the 'entire phenomenal universe.' The form of the book, 
borrowed from Chinese art, renders visible its terrain, which paradoxically transcends its 
textual boundaries by being "nothing but" a book. Whitman insisted that his book was no 
book, but Mountains and Rivers without End relies on a Zen sleight of hand to make this 
point (Park, 86). 

Like the painting that extends into Lake Erie, the poem extends into the very phenomenal 

universe which it represents and Snyder is just one of many contributors. The cyclical nature of 
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this chiasmic structure poses the earth it depicts as endless, but just like the "watching boat" 

(Snyder, Mountains, 6) that floats off the page and "the wet black brush" that "lifts away" 

Snyder, Mountains, 152), human experience is finite. While the personal and experiential model 

of defining place put forth in Snyder's epic allows the global to exist locally and history to exist 

contemporaneously, but it still operates within the discreet frame of human reception. 

3. Southern roots and Chinese resonance in Wendell Berry's A Timbered Choir 

In the opening line, "The best reward in going into the woods" (Berry, Choir, 188), 

Wendell Berry seems to be taking the readers of his untitled Sabbath poem back to the Western 

pastoral tradition by introducing a "return to nature" narrative that is so beloved within the genre. 

But if we were to read Berry's work exclusively as a modern pastoral limits the potential 

meanings and minimizes the importance of where Berry breaks from the Western tradition and 

where he parallels other traditions such as tianyuan shi or Chinese farmstead poetry. For 

instance, Berry does not fit the biographical role of a pastoral poet given M. H. Abrams' critical 

definition of a pastoral as "an elaborately conventional poem expressing an urban poet's nostalgic 

image of the peace and simplicity of the life of shepherds and other rural folk in an idealized 

natural setting," (Abrams, 127). First of all, Berry's view is not nostalgic or idealized, but actual 

given the fact that he lives and works on his family farm in Port Royal, Kentucky and has written 

numerous essays on the technicality offarmwork (Oehlschlager, 2011). His withdrawal from 

academia and return to his family land more accurately mirrors that of the farmstead poets such 

as Tao Qian. Wendy Schwartz, when writing about the origins of Chinese farmstead poetry 

asserts that "this genre is generally indissociable from the context of withdrawal from office 

(actual or fancied, permanent or temporary), as farmstead poems are born in rustic experience" 
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(Schwartz, 122). Schwartz's definition of farmstead poetry; like many others', is based around 

the Six Dynasties poet Tao Qian who is considered the primogenitor ofthe genre after being 

exiled from his courtly life and turning his attention to agriculture, though Charles Kwong traces 

what he terms "proto-farmstead poetry" back to the 7th century BCE Shijing, China's first 

known poetic anthology (Kwong, 60). Though Berry's writing is inherently linked to the rural 

South that dominates the majority of his work, it resonates newly in a foreign frame. 

Schwartz cites the rise of farmstead and shanshui shi or landscape poetry with the rise of 

xuanxue (abstruse learning), "a system of scholarship rooted in Daoist metaphysics" which 

championed "the passive virtue of withdrawal and serenity" (Schwartz, 121). Because of this, 

Chinese metaphysical theories of literature are a useful tool for reading the works of Tao Qian 

and provide new insight into Berry's Sabbath Poems. The same theories discussed in regards to 

"Endless Streams and Mountains" resonate in Berry's preface to A Timbered Choir where he 

describes the context of this collection with "The poems are about moments when heart and 

mind are open and aware" (Berry, Choir, xviii). Though these weekly meditations on Sabbath 

are explicitly Christian, they pull on Daoist modes of reception. 

This hybridity of Christian content and Daoist forms can be seen in the negotiations of 

will and nature in the aforementioned untitled second Sabbath poem of 1995 which I will from 

here on out refer to as Untitled II. The meditative emptying ofthe self is used to introduce the 

poem: 

The best reward in going into the woods 
Is being lost to other people, and 
Lost sometimes to myself. (Berry, Choir, 188) 

The first two lines recall Henry David Thoreau's Walden, where Thoreau famously retreats from 

society in order to gain objectivity and move towards transcendence, but "lost sometimes to 
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myself' complicates this parallel. Many of the foundational American nature writers, such as 

Thoreau and Emerson, believed and wrote on the importance of the Self, individuality, self-

reliance, but Berry posits that being lost to one's self is just as important to being removed from 

the grips of society. Berry flirts with this American concept of rural independence in lines 7 and 

8 when he describes himself "Like something wild, and wild is anything/ Beyond the reach of 

purpose not its own" (Berry, Choir, 188). While "purpose not its own" can initially read as 

individual will, Berry clarifies with the example of a white oak: 

This good white oak 
Is not an orchard tree, is unbespoke, 
And it can live here by its will alone, 

Lost to all other wills but Heaven's- wild (Berry, Choir, 188) 

This redefinition of wild establishes that the will of Heaven and the will of the liberated self are 

the same. 

Where Berry uses nature as a metaphor for a liberated mind connected to the will of 

Heaven, Tao Qian puts forth in "On Drinking Wine, No.5" that the detached mind is able to 

appreciate nature and see the Dao within it regardless of place. Like Berry, Tao Qian establishes 

detachment in the opening of the poem, explicitly stating that "With the mind detached, place 

becomes remote" (Tao, 4) followed by a lyrical description of nature perceived from a distance, 

and concluding with a spiritual realization "In these things there are true meaning" (Tao, 9). 

Following the same sequence as discussed in Berry, Tao shows the cause and effect order of 

detaching the mind, interacting with nature, and connecting to a higher Way. Both writers 

present poems that have a natural flow, meaning that there is a logical but lyrical sequence to 

how they unfold that comes across as unpremeditated, due in part to their uses of rhyme and 

rhythm. Tao Qian uses slant rhyme in every other line of"On Drinking Wine, No.5," 
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phonetically linking each couplet to the next without heavy handed redundancy. Similarly, 

Berry's rhyme scheme ntiliu:sslant-rhyme, placing one slant pair at a different position in each 

quatrain, resulting in a complex but natural sounding ABB *A, CDCD*, EFFE*, GHG*H, where 

no pattern truly repeats, but every sound plays into an overarching scheme. 

While the practice of looking at nature and seeing divine order can be seen in western 

pastorals as well as the American naturalist Theory of Correspondences, emphasis of selflessness 

in farmstead poetry distinguishes it from these traditions. Writing as process of reception rather 

than one of creativity, self-expression, or imagination breaks down the ego ofwriterly personas 

common in "pastoral's often dramatic form" (Kwong, 58). Berry displays this humility by 

describing himself as "an amature poet, working for the love of work and my own satisfaction" 

(Berry, xvii-xviii), though he was quite an accomplished writer when this collection was 

published in 1998. With "On Drinkning Wine, No. 5," Tao Qian also minimizes his potential 

authority as a writer by closing the poem with "I'd like to explain, but have forgotten the words" 

(Tao, 1 0). Not only does this admit an attitude of subservience to nature and the Dao iri that he is 

less capable of expression than these higher orders, but he also gives up his position as writer for 

the ultimate line of his poem by using a quote from the Zhuangzi, a foundational Daoist text 

(Schwartz, 125). In being receptive to higher orders, these poets also lose themselves within 

nature. Berry connects to wild animals and an undomesticated oak. As Tao Qian plucks 

chrysanthemums for his wine, a drink for a prolonged life, he sees the southern mountain, a 

symbol for longevity (Schwartz, 125). The returning birds mirror his return to rural life 

(Schwartz, 125). Though these natural images can be interpreted by readers and critics, the poets 

do not make the connections explicit. Instead, they lose themselves wholly into the natural 

metaphors, becoming one with their signifier. 
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Though Berry may have never read Tao Qian or explicitly studied Chinese farmstead 

poetry or metaphysical theories, other American writers such as Ezra Pound and Gary Snyder 

have brought eastern sentiments and practices into the conversation of American literature. In 

losing himself to the land that he works and the will of God, Berry creates Sabbath poems that 

fuse the regionality of the Southern Agrarians with Daoist metaphysics, receiving a globalized 

perspective of his marginal farm. In writing in a receptive mode, he opens himself up to the land 

of Port Royal, Kentucky, the will of his Lord, and nearly two thousand years of Chinese 

farmstead poetry. To read Berry's poetry only through the western tradition is reductive and 

limits the meaning of his work in a way that inaccurately represents the current state of American 

agripoetry. 
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